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PROGRAMME OF ACTIVITIES FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PREPARATORY

PHASE, .1982-1984, OF TBE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT. DECADE FOR AFRICA

INTRODUCTION

Expected outputs during the preparatory phase

2. The Conference of African Ministers of Industry, at its sixth meeting in November

1981, 1/ concluded that the actions tp pe undertaken during the preparatory phase

(1982-1984).: of the Decade would include: ... .;; "[_..," 'ni\ . ..

(a) preparing a coherent and internally consistent set of national, sub- ^

regional an3 regional policies,. master plans and.programmes, as well, as designing

and promoting institutional machinery to achieve the objectives of the Decade

in particular and the Lagos Plan of Action in general;2/

(b) popularizing the Decade Programme, including the'effective use of the

mass media?, 2/3/ ... .-.. , . : ..-;.-,-. ■ ■. . .> .■ ,

(c) elaborating investment'programmes and projects at the national, sub-

regional, 2/3/ regional .and. international, levels,, for submission to financial and
investment institutions and a'programme..to strengthen or-establish national,

subregional and regional financial institutions as required;

(d) preparing an industrial manpower d:evelopment plan including? in
particular, a programme for ,'tbe training of. specialized African industrial and "

technological skills, at the national, subregional and regional levels?

(e) adopting policy instruments to foster infra-African industrial co- ■
operation, 2/3/ especially in the areas of. trade, technology, promotion of
African,.specialization and.complementarity,. raw material, assessment, project " .

financing>. manpower development, entrepreneurial capabilities, .information, ;

consultancy services, and energy; and , , . ■ .. .. , ,.

(f) establishing an African industrial consultation negotiation, and

arbitration mechanism, within the frametvork of the Final Act of Lagos.

1/ See Report, ECA/CHI*6/im/8f Part Two, paragraph 10.

2/ See "Guidelines "for initiating priority actions at the national and

subregional leV0ls,_ 1982-198^ 'for the implementation Of IDDA% ECA/FCIA.7/INH/WP/3.

3/See also -"Review of modalities for the implementation -of IDDA at. subregional
and regional levels" ECA/FCIA.7/INR/WP/4 and Progress and actions taken towards the

implementation of Industrial Development Decade-, ECA/FCIA.7/INR/WP/1.
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2. in elaborating upon the above actions, the Joint Committee of the OAV, ECA and

UNIDO secretariats in the implementationof the programme for the Industrial

Development Decade for Africa noted the following considerations which should be

accounted for on the first phases

(a) Contribution to the basic policy objective of collective self-reliance

and self-sustaining development? ,

... _ (b) Promotion of the development of indigenous capabilities?

(c) Development of a core of integrated projects for structural" change,

with maximum linkage to agriculture and transportation and related to current

national project ideas; - ■-

(d) Conttibution to the development of national; subregional and regional

productive capabilities? : ■. -

(e) Reduction of dependence on external factor inputs;

(f) Recognition of the role of market-widening and raw material sourcin'g as

means of improving the range and level of production;

(g) induction of changes in the pattern of technical assistance so as to '.

accelerate the reduction of external dependence.

These considerations were seen to facilitate governments' efforts,individually and

collectively, in deciding on appropriate courses of action and to assist the three

secretariats in implementing the decisions' taken by the Ministers of industry. " --.

Incorporating jzhe programme for the Decade in national plans

3, Since all countries have already drawn up their own development plans, their

realignment with the objectives,' ideas and concepts of the Industrial Development \.

Decade; in whole or in part, will depend entirely on local conditions. Consequently

the steps leading to the incorporation of the programme for Decade in national plans

described below is only indicative and subject to changes

(a) Step Is Examination of the existing national development planih the ■-\ ■.,

light of the concepts, objectives and priorities of the programme for the Industrial

Development Decade with a view to identifying gaps and formulating alternative

proposals;

(b) Step-2j Examination., analysis and evaluation of.the existing national

industrial and economic structure, its inter- and intra-sectoral relationships, ;

taking into account the operational efficiency of existing industries and the %

product lines essential for the satisfaction of basic needs, and inter-related

factor inputs; ■ ■■■■ ■ . ■•. . ■ . ■' ■..'■-.* .■;/, ■ :....-..-;■•
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. 1 , 
... .: , . . 

C )  Step 3: Review and assessment of. existing. incius.tria1 projects, including 
nati onal ,pzwject idea* alid'on-9oing ~pmjects ,  a s  well as existing production faci - 
l i t i e s  and capabilities. 

.,... . 
I. PRIORITIES FOT' PREP,IPS.T& FWSE 

1 1. . . , 
. . . . . .  , 

Th.e" need t.0 fows effo%ts,",' :. ~. . .  . .,;, >, : ' 

, .' - ' .'' 
rogr&: for: ~ n d u s t r i a ~ '  

the f irs t ,  riajbr *t.ip i n  ZmpXeinenting the chapter i n  the- ~agos Plan.,of dction .+., , .,..:!. 
. . .. . . , . .. . ... devoted tb  3lid&ry .lJ ... zhe!programme covers the following.subs&ctors: foodi- . ? ;. 

.proc~ss in~;~~tex t i1esc  forest-based industr$6s,"building materials an& c&s&uction 
i-i?du~trit?s, metallurgical industries (with special emphasis on iron .and .;stee2;: 
aluminium, copper, lead, zinc and t i n ) ,  c&emicals ( w i t h  speciaimphasis on 
ammonia, nitmg9qou.s fertilize&,' 'potash fertilizers, pharmaceutical ingredierit's, 
traditional medicine, and biomass-based chemicals) , engineeri'ng industrieg (mechanical, 
non-electrical and tranr;port equiheqt, agricultural implemehts, machine tools, 
foundry and for ciZitiesI, s'&ll-scale industries, major factor inputs and 

. . :, . . raw magerj,a&s. , .  . 
. , , , .. .. .. .~ 

5. Since resources are generally too scarce t o  be sireid ovir all ' , the industrial 
subsectors  and,^.^. c o u n t r y s  so endowed. with natural resources, fingnce and 
capabilities.,that it can cover each pziority,. it i s  essential .thkt s&e development 

. .: , , .& . . 
focus be set. I t  i s  a l l  the more essential a t  a time when the d&pedlly%intetnational 

. , economic crisis  threatens th& survival of African countries. .   he increaeingly 
unsettled international ec6nomic situa.tion has aggravate8 the inezgre &zisk&ce of 
the ~fri.c&"~eqples, . I, * . .  and fivep&sist&t major economic crises l o o m ' ~ e . ~ ~ i i ~ l y  over 
the region: 'tbhss . of. food, energy, 'ba'lance of  payments;, external debt burden and 

; d\ poor m+gemen6:~,;.,Furthermore, excessive depen-ce on. exte-1 £actor in&s And 
oeher.'~~&,:anc~:~+~i.ce.$ only serves heighten the. balance of  payments c r i s i s  and 
contribute t o  the uflcerutilisation. of capacities i n  the region. . .. . , 

q,,"' ... .. 
. .  . .  

6. ~ i v e n ' t h e  , curpnt naeional andinternarional c&&s and each couritk~ ;s inability 
t o  be fullSi '&$f-#ufficien$, it: would~be'impracti~al for any country i&:launch 
into a wide rltnge' of :industrial activities', irresp$ctfve o f .  the strategic significance 
of such expansion. ~ h ~ s ,  i n  order to 'do id  f&lingprey t o  unsustainabl& i*dust+al 
commitmeits, each. '&unt& should: 

, . 
I . ., , , 

( a )  evaluafe'the need to focus resources on, 
.,.: 

y and: core 'prafects; 
. .. . . . . 

, .. ', p:, . . 
fb) apprai&e,existing, production facil i t ies,  particularly those suffering j.. , . . 

from excesr&+ underutilization b f  capacities,, w i t h  a :"$err t o  re.leasi*g ciwdiLrceg' 
f r o m  non-strdkegic~indu&ries sOas t o  revive .tF$q &hathave linkag% with, the 
core industries appropria.$e to  the country;, and' ,,,~ .; ;., '  . , 

., ,. . 

. . 

. '~  .,.,' ZC,< '.: . . .  ..: 
I /  oau, &gos,~lan of.rctibri for the ~ c o h o m i c . . ~ ~ v e l o ~ e n t  o~ ~ r Z c a ,  ,1980-2000,;;'. . : - 

5, - ,  .. .... ~. . . . , , .  . . 
.~ .. .. , . ,~ paras 50-25.. .: .. . . . . . .  

. . . .  . - 
, . 
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. . . . 

fcl make e f for t s  t . . ,. . . th  other developing countries, at  least 
those i n  Africa. . -  . . 

. . 
..:. . . . 

. .~ . .. . . . : . .. . 

Choice o f  priorities for the preparatory phase (1982-1984) 

7. The choice of  priorities should take into akc~unt (i) the full  range of  the. 
programme for the Decade fii) the guidelines for the preparatory phase s e t b g t h e  
Sixth Conference and related considerations, and (iii) the need t o  conceptrate on 
resources i n  those subsectors that can serve. as the engine for indust.rid1 

, , ~ 

. 
development.. Noreover,., ths:choice of  ini t ial .  activities a t  the national level be- 
gove2ned by resource endowment, domestic market, economic co-opat ion arrangements, .' 
and the, level bf develqpment . : In summary, the. general. criteria. gover~ngt$e .  choi* 

. ..,. ./ .. . . . ,~ of activit&s. for th$peSiod 1282-1984 ar&'as.follows: .. . ~ 

.. ,, . ... . . .  
. . 

. ~ .  . , < . .  ' . , . . . ,  . . , . . , 
(i) .th&ne&cl to . .. jay a solid . , foundation PC& self-reliant development; ~, 

, . .  .. . , . . , . .  !. . , . ... . . . . .  , . . . .  . . 
j i i )  the need' to ch&s.e. coherent but internally integrated packages 'bf 

.. , programmes" 5ased 0.n av'ailable raw materials (resource-based and ' . '  

. : enginGePing .&r?s as a basis f o r  specialization, taking into a&nt - the resource' constraint); 
. .. 

l i i i )  the need to  develop,_,as soon as possible, domestic capacities tb 
. . -.'produce inputs rewired i n  the priority sectors: food- aria agriculture, 

transport and cor&@.zni:&tfon, and energy:' 
~. . . .. . . . .  . 
' . . .  . , 

. . 

. . ,, . .  f i v )  , Theneed to:chobse subs~.qtors which are relatively labour intensive, 
yet. a t  the same .tiG, generate a widen& range:of demand for skills. 
which can ' be' met 'by training on ' t h e  job or through specific t l t j i n i n g  

. . . . 
. . pmgramies; 

(v) The need,to choose~aubsectors which are carriers elf technolccy so as t o  . ' 

. . .. fdciiitate the-acquisition, aaaptation and development of  technology; 
: . ,  

( v i )  The need t o  choose subsectors which can counteraci! tbe current and. 
' 

, . 

anticipated econdc .cr i ses  by reducing excess capacities in ' . . . 

existing plants,.. and producing spare parts and niainaining ePipmeqt . . 
. . 

i n  the qgriculture and t ranshr t  seetorsi. .. . . . .  . . 
. . . . . . . ,  

(viii ' s he need to  '&aose priorities i n  subsectors and product groups which 
are compatible with domestic markets., . suited t o  industrial joi'rif .'. , , .  
ventures between African .countries, 'and feasible on account of r g w  
m a h i &  cmplimentari t y ;  . ~ . . 

. . .  . 
1. , ,  . . . 

( v i i i )  m e '  &ed t o  ch&& engineering' capital g w s  which are capable of .  being 
. used t o  produce them, a.5.well 'as th&,production of other capitai gaads, 

8 .  In the chapters below, options i n  resource-based wre  industries are described, 
as are those in  the engineering core progranune so as t o  enable GOvemmentS t o  choose 
core areas appm?&a.te t o  local conditions. The ~ocument i s  designed as one of  
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the inputs into the national and subregional workshops which &re expected to define
and select the relevant resource-based and the engineering -cores, whereafter

national and subregional investment programmes and projects would be prepared and
promoted during the period 1902^*1984 on the basis of these,programmes and projects

specific .training, technology-, energy and raw material requirements would be

calculated for the same period. . • ■-,

II. ENGINEERING BASJEP CORE PROGRAMME .' ' ".""'■ - ; f

Production aspects of the Engineering core and priority project areas

(1) characteristics of the engineering core industry and its relations upto the

objectives of the preparatory phase " ■";. :':-'.:: '■'■:-. .'■■:::~'±."."-'- ■='"■'■'■:

9. The developmental significance of the engineering c6r& &xt&&- far beyond its
commercial yield. It makes a specific contribution to the subsystem in that:

(i) It integrates various intermediate resource^based industries both within

the industrial and other economic sectors by virtue of the fact that it

produc'e&.'Capi'ta^ goods, agricultural implements and eauipment, and

transport and communications goods; ■' ; - . ■■ "'~ ;; ..

(ii) It £s us&i for-:»,-« D, especially in the production of prototypes,, thus

contributing to the acquisition, adaptation and ,.developmen&'-<bf - !

technology

(Hi) It generates a wide range of skills; ;

' (iv) ''■it has the capacity-ta. reproduce itself.; the.^equipment and plants

■■'■■■"■■" '^are also used to:.pmdiz@e.the equipment used by the engineering .

■■■:■-■■■ ^ , industry itself* .:;! ,v-: -=//..■■ -L ■ : ■-.'.■ ■■ , , ■. '■..'.'.

-./2J . Raw ra^tej-iaj inputs reguxr;ed. ior the development of' the subsector :

10. * Ae~ba^ic ra^ maieriil Inpiits
products derived from the resource-based subs&ctbrss ■*' * - " ='' ■'>■ --■" -'

Steel shapes :.._ .■„.■■■;. . , ■ .

. . : ; (a) Carbon steel bars and bar shapes: sheets and springs, structural
■'.?:; .?S-' Shapes; plates;wire and wire products; tin:-plater\ other shapes; }

(b) Alloy steel (except stainless)'; bars and' other shapes? -■■'_■ ; /

(c) Stainless steel*

(H) Copper and aluminium shapes

(a) Copper and copper-based alloys: wires, bare and insulated;
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(b) Aluminium and aluminium based-alloy;

. (q) Ferrous castings: iron and steel?

:■. \(d) Non-ferrous castings. .-.., -,.". . . ., .......■ '.. ...

(3) The main projects comprising the, engineering core, ; ... .,_ -,, ......

Jl. Tije mc®t""ibasie core projects 'obfflbfise5 the' following plants and equipment

fij Machine tools: the specific types of equipment covered are defined
by the"f'o~rms~of operation? drilling, drill presser? bending, boring
mills, jig borer, broaching, grinder, gear hobber,- lathesf milling
machines, shapers, screw machine, planers, and measuring equipment;

(ii) Foundry: for ferrous and non-ferrous\ casting's; :.:./.:.'■ : .-

(Hi) Forging equipment: for manufaciuresi pi formed shapes;.!::. . . ■.."..... ;■'

Heat-treatment equipments for hardening and tempering of parts

' "' ' '' ' *^1 ''"

)

\ '■_. and components

(V) Machine-stoPeqtdpment: for manufacture of parts and components used

;" ' in assembly and 'stib-as'setoblyr ■ -^- ■ "'■■■ ,::-. -,?''. :. \

■■ ■ 'i''-v • • '; ■ :■■.-" ■■■:■-■ t. ..-■>. -^t:.:- ■■■>-.; ■ ■-■--i . ;. ..■ ■ . ...

(vij Tool-rvonr equipments for production of jigs, tools and fixtures, for

repair and maintenance; ■ ■■"" ■■-- ■ .■-' ;: ■' - .-. a1

(vii) Fabrication equipment:- for maintenance-of articulated and fabricated

structures and compdn&ntsr ■ ■*•■ ■■■ •- '■■>■ ■■■• ■•-■■>: r-.;..\:

(viii) Metal-coating equipment: for long-life surface protection of parts and

components ■ ■■■- ■ '■'■■• ■■■■'-■'■ - '■' ■■■■ ■' ■'.. ; ■ ■ ■ ■ ■>

12. Some of the major project areas dn thi^subsector■ are dn.the productign}of
machine tools 'and metal-wbrking ■ equipment? cutting tools? jigs, tools and fixtures
for tool rooms? foundry and forging equipments. In the short-te;m, the raw material
inputs could be obtained through long-term purchase agreements from African countries

with iron an*.steel, such as Algeria, Egypt, Nigeria and Zimbabwe and ^ports from
the rest or the world.- More irbn^atid steel projects; *re. pt&oosed forthelongrterm

period. ■2n:-£ho3&'tas&s,jme*e national markets are too small, subregional and
multi-country projects are proposed. '; ' ''.'..-," (

(4) Production characteristics and general requirements :., ; '--

13 > $h& engineering sore is a, subsystem .covering': the prpductidtivf relatively
small,'but complementary equipment neededrformachine tool, foundry, forging,
heat-treatment,,-machine shop, tool-rpom,. fabrication and metal-coating facilities.

Some of the products may cost as little as $400.
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14. In the case-of ;:inachine tools, the stages of production are s (i) £o$?$
model; (ii) design of new tools.^ (iii) prototype production; and <xv) batc
Other'machine tool outputs cover the whole range of capital goods. In the

case of foundries and forging,, the main products are castings and forged parts

for use in the production of different goods. Economies of scale are achieved by

spreading the costs i in the case of machine tools this may be achieved by using same

design, while in the case of foundries, the same casting's used for long runs.

15. As for the development of skills, those required for the engineering core are

typical of the engineering industry as a whole and are transferable to other subsectors

16. Of particular interest to African countries with limited resources is that ,

greater part of the investment in the engineering core is characterized by a.high

degree of labour intensity. In the case of machine tools, for.example, labour

costs are about ,37 % of the turnover;, while for foundries the labour input per casting

is about ten times that required for the production of a ton of sheet steel with

raw materials ac©uniting for about 50 % of the cost. i . ;

Linkage between the engineering core programme and the production of inputs for

food and ■agriculture and transport and communications ,'

lo agricultural implements and 'tools > ■

17. In the Lagos Plan of .Action special stress is placed on the lneed:to establish an

industrial base which would erisiire\the integration of the whole economy 1/ by

establishing effective mutual linkages between industry and other sectors 2/ in

terms of producing inputs for other sectors and for infrastructures. 3/ .■:—-.

18O £t the current level of; industrial development, the major outputs of. the core

engineering industry would include tools anci agriculture tools/implements as well

as equipment for transport, communications and energy. In the case of food and

agriculture, the output of the core enginearring industry would include s (i) hand ■-.'■

tools? (ii) manually operated equipment? (iii) animal-drawn equipment? ;(iv) tractor-

drawn equipment, and-(v) irrigation equipment'as- we3,l as food-processing and storage

equipment. .-'■.>;' ''".~':~;-:'.:; ':'*'}' ■■■■.:'■ ' .'■"

19. While the demand for agricultural equipment and implements is determined by the

demand for food and other agricultural products, the national food and nutrition

policies, the size of domestic markets and export prospectsf that same demand

determines the commercial capability of the engineering core industries. The demand

for specific types of farm inputs depends, ir.ter-alia,, on the size of the farms,

the price of the equipment relative to the income levels of the farmers, .and the

appropriateness of the equipment relative to the level of education 'of the farming

community. The design affects the ability of the farmer to use and maintain the

equipment. Satisfactory solutions to these matters would facilitate the translation

of the latent demand for farm implements into an effective demand. The size of the

market is also partly determined by the extent to which the country is able to resist

fragmentation of its domestic market through tied aid for farm implements and the

degree of standardization. £bove all, the existence of a well articulated policy and

programme affects the size and structure of the market.

l/.LPA Paras 52 and 56 (a)*

2/ X.PA Para 64.

3/ LPA para 66 (e).
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20. As regards investment in agricultural equipment, it has been estimated that

80.per.cent of the African farmers use traditional hand tools, while 15 per cent

use animal-drawn equipment and.5 per cent tractors, 1/ This represents gross under

investment in African agriculture. Moreover, each year, African countries spend

5 to 10 times more on importing cereals for foodstuffs than oh: importing the

agricultural implement they would heed, to produce the same•amount of foodstuff.

21. In this as in other subsectors, even the poorer African communities are not

without some resources s in both urban and rural areas they have small workshops

and smithies making and repairing various types of agricultural tools and

implements.

2. Transport and communications equipment '

22. The requirements of the transport and communications sectors from the engineering

core includes trucks, buses, bicyles, rails, waggon, multipurpose transport equipment,

railway waggon, trucks and tractor engines and spare parts for maintenance/ as

well as telephones and radio receivers. ' ' ' : : -

23. Transportation constitutes a fundamental-constraint upon both, industrial and

agricultural development. The demand for transport may account for as must as '

25 to 40 per cent of total investments 2/ at the low level of development and .this
is reflected in the structure of imports in the African region, - "■" - -''.'■'

Table 1

Value of imports of engineering products into Africa

(billions of dollars) (f.o.b.)

1972 1977 1980

Machinery non-electrical

Electrical machinery

Transport equipment

2.0

0.9

3.2

7o0

4.0

11.3

18.0

3.3

14.6

Source r'ECE: Bulletin of Statistics on World Trade in Engineering Products

(various issues) .

3/ UNIDO, Present situation, prospects and,strategic choice for the Development .

of agriculturalinachinery in Africa in the context of Lagos Plan: of Act-ion,,; Issue
paper Ho. 1* IDATG.365O1 of.February 1982, presented to the First Regional Consultation

on the Agricultural Machinery Industry, Addis Ababa, 5-9 April, 1.982,' pp 6-7.

2/ This level is attained if the definition of transport includes railways,

inland and coastal shipping, part of the investment in ports, air transport and

roads and local motor vehicles. See, for example, Edwin T. Haefele, Editor, Transport

and Development Planning, the Brookings Institute, Washington, DC, December 1966.
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materials: and energy; urban arowth ™TS V*^aC*Ures' iM^trial raw
density and distribution^^Z^^L^^?80' ^Portation, population
overaUgrowth-of economic aotiSf^,^f1OnS " alS° dste«»i"ed by the
of informtion. As in the case of tlriZT i"! *? education a"d the dissemination
the .informal sector (^rkshopfandrepairshoL ^^. and implements, inputs into
can-be acquired with significLt advSt^e " P ** biCy°leS ^ ™°tOr VehiOles'

^ of .cultural

include the following:

::i "ti) Agricultural 1

impleitieilts and t001^ as well as transport and co^ications

Cast iron, mild steel, forging quality steel/ and spring steel/""

(11) Transport and communications equipment ... r . ..•■,.-

(b) Aluminium alloy, copper allov i^w -<*,«
s, wpptsz a±j.oy? lead, zmc, manganese alloy;

(O Rubber, plactic asbestos, synthetic rubber, and wood.

recommended that

Engineerinc, cor, prorrramme and resourc^based- programmes

resourced w^no^^Lc!^i, "7 ¥ ^^ Pr°CeSS^ «" »»tur«l
installation of equipment utilitS b,i^ cost=.^"iP^nt, transportation,
(ii) operational Lts^direcfinput'of ^ 9- ^^ ^^E™"' a"d materials)
materials, labour, spare vlltt iflL Principal raw materials, packaging
costs). - ur' sPare Parts, maintenance, utilities, depreciation and capital

chain, as well as on the speciflc
engineering eore and the resoufc^
illustratel belowf resour^

stage in the processing

f The linkage between the
cores and other resource-based programmes is

(i) basic raw materia! for the core assumed to be'locally available
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(iii) The. engineering core industry used to produce the processing.equipment,

. supported by the relevant R & D, indigenous corporate establishment,

.discriminative effective government policies, control and integration

of the relevant domestic market for the relevant equipments.

"28- The development of the. engineering core' is the necessary pre-condition for

the production of equipment required by the resource-based core programmes„ While

the engineering core programme is multipurpose in character and offers a flexible

industrial capability, however small, the implementation of specialized resource-

based programme calls, inter alia, for the development-of an effectiv^'fund of
knowledge on the world market for all equipment and technology used in-that specific

sector. This task could serve as the main raison d'etre of national R & D and

technological institutions whose tasks are often so diffuse as to reduce their con

tribution to the.economy compared to the resources allocated to them. 'Moreover,

limited-duration contracts for the training of indigenous industrial enterprises

in the production of specific equipment, which is the real meaning of the transfer

of technology, have to be arranged either with other,developing countries or with

specific developed countries„

29. The' demand aspect of the production of equipment for resource-based programme

calls for special attention? this^depends on the scope of the national demand for

final products, and on access to subregional and regional markets. Adequate knowledge

of and development of these markets through policy measures, standardization, sub

contracting arrangements, and joint ventures must therefore assume high priority.

III. RESOURCE-BASED CORK PROGRAMMES

..an<i prospects for usin£ exports of conventional rogoufactures
• as the engine of industrial development

30. In their initial efforts at industrialization, practically all developing

countries have chosen the common route of producing, for both domestic and export mar

kets, a range of conventional.products s beverages, food, textiles, toys, leather

products, clothing,, and wood products. These products are popular becauses

(i) They satisfy basic needs in both developing and developed countries, at

; low incomes the demand is particularly high, the growth elasticities: for
textiles (1.19) leather products (1.42) and footwear (1.34) are higher in

;'• developing countries- than in developed countries, while in the case of

apparel the relative elasticities are 1.54 as against 1.55; 1/

(ii) T.hey require modest technological know how and are highly labour-intensive;

■ (iii) Basic raw materials are available in most countries or pan be imported
relatively cheaply? .

(iv) P-lan and machinery costs are not very high?

(v) Management is not difficult„ and can be developed relatively easily.

1/ annex 2.
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31. At the same time, those factors which facilitate production also weigh against

expansion in international and national markets, ... . . -

(i) Too many producers and exporters create an over-supply of these products?.

(ii) Owing to their high labour content> these lines of production are

relied unvariably heavily protected; .. ,- , .

(iii) Being products which meet basic needs, their prices significantly affect

the cost of labour and cost of living. . ■.<■■■

32. These and other considerations show that these products cannot be, and are no

longer, dependable or reliable engines of growth and development, irrespective of

any minor preferences or quotas that may be secured from time to time. The essential

conclusion is that the production and export of these products should not be, relied

upon to generate massive resources and fundamental change in the structure of.

production or to promote self-sustaining industrial development. Notwithstanding

the correctness of this assessment, African countries would, non the less, benefit

significantly from the continued production for domestic consumption arid expbrtof

these products as a matter of complementary but not fundamental development strategy.

In this context, the current difficulties, call for the adoption of a strategy which

includes, inter alia, the following elements:: : ....■-...

(i) Increasing the price competitiveness of African textiles, garments,, footwear

and other leather products; ■. .

. (ii) Increasing the quality competitiveness of the same products?

(iii) Developing effective marketing capability, born ..within Africa and, without..

33. In order to achieve the above objectives, steps should be taken by the African

countries to s (i) ensure stable supply of the appropriate raw cottonF (ii) create

or obtain access, through TCDC, to R & D institutions, dealing with product, design,

including garment'design, (iii) support indigenous companies in the. production.of

these products, (iv) step up specific programmes for the.manufacture of textile

equipment fes in Egypt)'; and (v) conclude subregional and regional, agreements on .fibres;

leather products and toys pertaining to trade, production, TCDC and SSD.',

Development prospects for the resource-based core programmes.

1. Objectives of the resource-based core programmes

34. Within the increasing exploitation of natural resources, it is absolutely neces

sary to single out one sector for special treatment and specialization so that it can

complement the engineering core and drive the whole economy forward. In many "cases,

African development efforts have suffered from too few resources and efforts being

allocated to too many often unrelated programmes.
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35. For most African countries, the capacity for upstream processing of raw

materials up to and including the production of final goods (which maximizes

value added) can only be limited in the initial stages to a few resource-based

industries. Such an approach is essential on account of the enormous investment of

capital, labour, technology, natural resources required to achieve the desirable ;

breakthrough, A breaktrough in"one such specific, area would lend the country
the essential self-confidence, permit the transfer of productive capacity to other
sectors and yield the benefit of the high value-added. - . ■

36. The historical division of labour between developing countries and developed

countries in regard to mineral resources has centred.on the former exporting
upprocessed or only partially processed raw materials in order, to import manufac

tures, from the latter. For various reasons discussions has recently, focused.on

whether the industrial processing of ra.s materials should be. located in developing

or in developed, countries,_ 1/ and. several arguments have been .advanced in favour
of processing in developed countries. ... . ■ ■■ ■

2s The difficulties .of locating raw material processing .in'.developing countries

37°. ^e(;ent literature offers three broad reasons in favour of locating processing
facilities in advanced economies s the comparative advantage-, the technological
invironment and the appropriate market and marketing conditions : i~~ -

38. Arguments relating to comparative advantage of the advanced economies stress
the significance of capital intensity over labour intesity in most raw material

processing operations, and alternation between labour and capital intensity in the

processing chain, even for those raw materials which are pre-dominantly labour intensive,
Supporting arguments centre on the fact that, some of the inputs required may not be

tradeable and the problems of imperfections in the factor markets, arising from the
transnational corporations (TNCS) control of markets and marketing channels

and the relative lack of management and dkills in developing countries,

39. In the case of;technology;, the arguments centre on the non-homogene'ty of
technology and the conditions of its sale and transfer-; in other words, the appropriate
technology may.not be, and often is not, available to.the developing countries. . ■
Other issues relate to difficulties of the acquisition-of the latest technology
often available in advanced countries.

40. The market and marketing argument,- which assumes that the markets are invariably
located in developed countries, underlines, inter alia, the following s

(i) Effects of the economies of scale on location; - . . <- . . '

1/ UNCTAD, "Processing of Primary Products in Developing Countriess Problems and
Prospects", April 13, 1976? UNCTCs "Transnational Corporations and the Processing :

of Raw materials: Impact on Developing Countries", ID/B/209, 21 April 1978 (Submitted

to Industrial Development Board of UNIDO Meeting, 10-26 May 1978); P.A. Cornelisse,

P- Bishay, S.I. Cohen and PD Terhai," Agricultural Processing Industries in the
International Division of Labour", Journal of Agricultural Economics, Vol XXXII, Nos2

May 1981; G.K. Helleiner, "Manufactured Exports from less Developed countries and
Multinational Firms", The Economic Journal, Vol. 32 Ho. 325, March, 1972.
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(ii) The limited growth of domestic markets in developing countries;

. (iii) Transportation problem arising out of market location?

(iv) Tariff and non-tariff barriers imposed by advanced: countries on

developing country processed and semi-processed exports* in order

to encourage the"export of non-processed materials with little or no.

value addedi : . .

' (v).The advantages to be derived from the use of by-products at the sites of

. processing;, and " ■'=.'■ ■ ■ ■•■-■;■

- Cvi) The problem of the principal advanced country markets being controlled

' ' by TNCs. ■ ■ ",lI"i:!:: " ' ■ ■■■■". .

3. -The possibilities of overcoming the difficulties of locating selected upstream

raw material processing operations, in African countries

41. First of all, a distinction must be made between the natural

comparative advantages of raw materials and those of labourr capital, technology 1/

and markets, which are and can be deliberately created through the development process

itself.

42. In this connexion, the disadvantage to developing countries arising from

market access and control, with which the economies of scale issue is linked, no

longer applies, since advanced economy markets are not the only major markets.

The market for processed industrial raw materials and intermediates has become

greatly diversified and widened to include new dynamic markets in the newly

industrializing countries (NICs) and markets in other countries including the African

countries. This has come about as a result of the import substitution strategy

whichs by concentrating production on final goods, has over the last decade

created a dynamic demand for intermediates and industrial raw materials. This

is often reflected in the high import content in production and excess capacities.

Thus, unlike traditional export crops of luxury beverages whosa demand is still

concentrated in advanced countries,, a wide range of market opportunities now exists

all over the world for intermediate and processed industrial raw materials. 2/

43. As regards processing technologies in developing countries including African

countries, it is well known that the majority of processes required have become

"standard" and unpatented, and are available in other (more developed) developing

countries. The processes are also incorporated in equipment and plants available

on the open market. If these opportunities are seized and supplemented by specia

lized R s D efforts and a determined search for the relevant information, the

technological disadvantage can foe surmounted.

1/ See table 2.

2/ See for example a discussion of the options in developing countires by

W. Arthur Lewis,, "The Slewing Down of the Engine of Growth". The American Economic

Review, Vol. 70.NO.4, Sept. 1980 pp. 555-564.
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44 Apart from technology, the other disadvantages are the lack of infrastructures,

management skills and capital where capitalsis understood to cover financial and
physical inputs, as well as plant and equipment. Putting fbward: capital_intensity
as a reason for locating procedding operations in advanced countries derives from
the relative scarcity of capital in developing countries and its relative abundance
and lower cost in advanced countries, as well as the imperfections in the financial
and physical capital input markets. The underlying assumptions are that,investment
is not indigenous, and that both finance and equipment can for the most Par* on^
be obtained from the advanced countries. The developments of the last ^cade, «"***
by the emergence of OPEC surplus funds and an increasing number of developing countries
with equipment production capability, -has altered the near monopoly of the advanced
countries in these' fields, Moreover, most of the HICs and OPSC.countries have aimed
at diversifying their economies away from a single commodity (oil) to other sectors,
and they often secure their industrial raw materials from African countries through
third parties. There thus exists a wide opportunity for the mutually advantageous

processing of industrial raw materials through such means as joint ventures or buy-
back investment arrangements between African countries and those countries 1/.

45." Economic and industrial-.development consists :only partly^ ^*^
of natural comparative advantages/ but rather more:fundamentally.;of.the deliberate
ceeation, through investment, of new advantages and the transformation of partial
advantages, of natural resources into hew combined advantages so as to achieve, m

some specific, albeit limited product lines, global advantages in international

markets.

1/ Also see Document ECA/FClA.7/INRAfP/4.
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.46.. In the development contexts the advantages required are broader than

competitiveness in world markets for few products,lines9- ;simply because-such an

::.-;. .^:Q&&ttM!&^:^e&&pte^£x^fa&te&ibj< economic-ptechnological and structural change
: Which sustains" such' competitiveness under changing, conditions. - /.. : -

47. Owing to the relatively large investment needed to convert a natural resource
advantage into a global advantage through the transformation of. technological and

■ ' prbdudtive^structure/onl^ ;the second engine of
: "development (the: other being in the ■engineering coirij) ., If it is to .be: effective

any efficient choice of such resource-based industries must satisfy some predetermined
criteria. t -...-.

-^"V^PrelimfrlarV^riteria governing:thK choice of appropriate resources-based core
programmesv ■"■- r'J '-." " ■ - ■ ? • -'"'" . ' ...._ . ...... ..'. ...' .. • .. . -. ■■■

48. The resource-based core(s). may beone or;mpres but the.f.ewer thebetter for
reasons-to'be discussed below. Owing; to, the number'■'of—estimates,\ calculations., and

'i^/-1^aa^18«^friicequired"'the-xt»Di^e'''Iof cores;isrnot a simple matter*: the .criteria should
take into account tHe following fabtorss '"''r'";'7 """■ '■.,'■'.■ '■'■:■-"■•■.■.■-'■

(. Knowledge of intermediate and final products which can be produced with
■resources. 1/ - ^'-"j'-' '^ .-■■■■■ ■ " ;.' \" \ .,;.; ..."■. ■■

xv7 -^±0) -"Natural resource availability. The .quantity and quality of; -the.basic
natural resource available determine the stability and strength of the basic
strategy^ the more resourcess the better. ....-•. ,- ..'■,

Spnxe of the major industrial r4w material categories in the African

tubers.

(2) -Forest. Resources:

*■'■.' e.g. most-;Afrlcan.

.,: . timber

fis|i;. .... ...,.■. .... s-.,; ■

'$rui,ts..,V '..'/' ■'. . . . .- ..' ■,
;sugar.. ,'r-,,, ." v. - .'.. ...., .... '.. ■
Hides and skins

animal an4;vegetable .- -;.:

; products^, 77 '."" -'.''' -:-'^' - "■•"■';

Ferrous ores

iron ,,^i..i.-.Si/..- ;,cobalt .

manganese, . ..[

chromium ' "..-. .

;;; Emien :

Ilombe

Limbali

■Makore

SdpOi:V ;

(3) Raw cottoii"

Non-ferrous'ores

Chemical minerals

phosphates ;.

potash ■'■■■- , '-""

salt ■■:■■■,;■■ .■■"■"

sulphur^

petroleum.

natural gas

medicinal plants

cereals' ' ' ■'*■"

le'ad"'- ■ "'■■ ■ ' '"-'''"

' zinc;: i '■■' '""'; '^•^"^

bauxite
tin

magnesium

■^ pyrethrum

animal by-products
; ■"' coal; ;;: /J-: ■'

liiaestotie
' sand

bauxite . ..

:; ■■cement •'

-wbod: ■ :;
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(i:Li) The relative contribution of the natural resources and local labour to
total cost. The relative distribution of production costs among the various inputs
indicates the-relative level of domestic value added. The higher the rates the
more preferable it is.

(lv) The availability of complentary natural resource inputs. The assessment
of alternative sources and sourcing prospects^ conditions and stability of supply
is essentials the larger and more stable the/sourcess the more preferable.

rela_tlvG share of the cost of capital equipment and technology. This
measure - indicates capital exsA technologic^, intensity of.-prodocticmi-.. It -represents
the advantage: to be acquired at accost through policy measures, organization,
incentives9 resource concentrations search of information, and investment,

(vi^ Character of technology; This refers to.technological continuity and
technological transferability. It is identified in relation to the special resources
under consideration The questions that arise ares is the level of technology
required to develop the resource so high that it cannot be undertaken even using
all available skills and capacities, or is it possible to start with limited
adjustments of the skills and technology available? How is the .technology expected
to develop? To what extent is the technology transferable (perhaps directly or with
limited adaptation) to other priority sectors? The more transferable.the technology
and the greater its continuity* the better. ':- '".'■.' .

The relative significance and special dynamics of the constituent markets^
The relative Importance of the four constituent markets must be evaluated? (1)
domestic 1/ (ii) the subregional/regional; (iii) markets in other developing
countries; ,(iv) [markets in advanced countries. The evaluation would take account
of current relative sizes as well as the dynamics of and iEuture trends of demand
in these markets? the economic viability of the strategy depends on these considera
tions. If the programme depends fundamentally on the markets of advanced economies,
its viability will be doubtful owing to the market control and power of monopolistic
transnational corporations, and problems arising from tariff barriers competition and
protection. At the same time, fuller penetration of these markets must await greater
competitive capacity through "learning by doing", a higher share of domestic market
priorities, as well as technological adaptation, product design and development based
on actual interaction with users before effective movement into other markets.

The difference between the value of unprocessed and semi-processed raw
material and that of the final product. This jfl a ppt^i mMqm-g L f^^fai

return terms, of the advantages of investment in upstream processing to final goods

The level of development in the core engineering industry. This reveals
part of the investment cost to be incurred in order to initiate the change in
comparative advantage because it-is this subsector which bears the main burden of
acquiring and adapting, technology, as well as manufacturing equipment which was
initially imported for use in the subsector.

1/ Taking ii*tq,account domestic demand for raw materials inputs with a view
to reducing excess capacities in existing industries most of which depend excessively
or imported inputs.
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(x) The special resource enddwement. These resources which. are often overlooked
and are often more decisive that! material1resources5 includes behavioural resources,

such as the solidarity of the community^ as reflected in incentives and work effort;

special aptitudes-^ work discipline^ organizational structures? and the traditional

art of craftsmanship„

(xi) The capacity of the subsector to act as lead subsectory This leadership

is.viewed not only; from the standpoint of income generation^ exports and.employments

but also in terms of ;the capability to generate internal demand and supply- .. :

49* The implementation of the priority resource-based core calls for a form.of......

treatment different1from other industrial activities in terms ofs allocation, of
financial resources9 capitals policy measures., informations incentives^ R &_j,,and
concentration-and rationalization of indigenous corporate resources. Only in this

way can the strategy yield the desired results and serve as the complementary, engine

to., the engineering-.core. .. ■ . "■ " " " ■ .■■'■■ '

Demand-Er-ospeets-for the Resource-based programmes s .

5O0 .Annexes 1-6 show growth and size elasticities for 19 industrial branches and

four country groups,, 1/ Size elasticities for food products^ (see Annex I) indicate

that in small countries with ample resources and an industrial orientation this

branch would benefit from enlarging the size of the domestic market, while,in the

other three country groups^the :size elasticities are negative^ i,e. increases in

output are less than proportional to increases in market size and the per-capita

output will decline. ...•■--.

51. The. size elasticities for clothing and related products (see annex 2). are

negative9 in most cases in particular for large countries,, Market size is more

important for textiless leather and fur.products on small countries with modest

resources. Regarding growth elasticities9 all the four branches of clothing show

high growth elasticities for-large countries and in particular for small countries

with ample resources and a primary orientation. One of the reasons for low growth

elasticities for small countries with-ample resources and an"industrial orientation
for textiles, footwear leather and fur products is the high level of specialization
with limited market segments. ' '■'-■ .

52, On the.other handir~size elasticities for wood and related products t(see Annex 3)
show that market size for small countries with ample resources and an industrial

orientation is important especially for paper., wood arid cork products. In small

countries, with modest: resources9 market size is important for furniture and ;f ixtures;,

whereas for.small-countries withample resources "and a primary 6rientation9 market

size is more important for paper. The growth elasticities are relatively high for
all wood and.related products^ in par.tieular for small countries with ample resources

and a primary orientation. This reflects the export orientation of new production

capacity in these countries. - - " ' '

2J Group I contains 25 countries* ";"'"
Group II contains 34 countries

Group III contains 17 countries ' '"...'.'

Group IV contains 30 countries . „.,._. 1

Sourees UNIDO, World Industry since~1960% Progress and Prospects, UN Publication

Sales Ho.: Ea 79S II, B,3a pages 359-360, ' :
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^ mteciaX in total

production costs for resonrrP~hac^

Copper refined (ore .input);

Aluminium (intmt)

Semi-fabricated products

..., (aluminium)

Steel (input)

■Pig iron (ore, coal)

(natural gas)

Wood products (timber)

Sawmills
1 ' pi i ,m

Plywood

Leather (input)
i ■ i

Corrected grain
—" —

Leather (raw hides)

Quality welted shoes
—

(leather uppers9 soles, etc)
5-18 22

UNIDO/ICISS126 of Nov.1979
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53. For chemical and related products (see Annex 4) size and growth elasticitxes

are relatively high ror small countries with modest resources (especially chemicals
and plastic products) while in small countries with ample resources and a primary

orientation,, growth elasticities are high for industrial chemicals.

54* Basic metals and related products (see Annex 5) also show high growth and size
elasticities for all the four country groups and especially for small countries with
ample resources and a primary orientation, and small countries with ample resources

and an industrial orientation, : ..

55. Fabricated metal products, machinery and equipment, (see Annex 6) show relatively
high growth and size elasticities for most of the products, with the exception of
transport equipment, in small countries with modest resources and for non-electrical
machinery in small countries with ample resources and a primary orientation.

56O In-general* growth and size elasticities are high for "heavy industry3 chemicals,
engineering goods.and capital equipment. This holds true for small countries with
ample resources and a primary orientation and small countries with ample resources

and an industrial orientation.

IV. BRIEF SUMMARY OF SOME OF THE PRIORITY ACTIONS, PROJECT IDEAS AND PROJECT

PROPOSALS FOR ACTION AT NATIONAL AND/OR SUBREGIONAL AND REGIONAL LEVELS

Incorporation of the Programme for the Industrial Development Decade for Africa in
national plans and choice of core programme (1982-1984)

57O The new perception of latent opportunities and the need to: choose domestic
engines of industrial developments on which resources and efforts will be concentrated.,
will entail complementarities of actions, projects, and programme.management measures.

Although these complementarities would vary from country to country9 the major

elements would bes

(i) Determination of the potential resource "base and related advantagess
and identification of the various product lines and by-products connected

with the resources; .......... .

(ii) Assessment of potential possibilities and costs (see for example9 the

elements of the criteria indicated above);

(ii) Formulation of a coherent and complementarity programme(s) based on the

engineering and resource-based cores, and determination of labour>

technological and institutional requirements, including R & D, and project

preparation capabilities 5

(iv) Support" and where necessary^ creation of corporate institution such as

-■..■companies responsible for the organization of production and distribution

in core programmes^ :''■'<■•■

(v) Programming of domestic production of spare parts, components and eauipment,..

required as inputs into the core programmes5
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(vi) In co-operation with other countries,, identification and formulation of a

subregional progratnrae to ensure the supply of complementary inputss

materials and ser\ricess and ...access to markets.

58O Guidelines have been prepared'on the organization of national workshops with a
view to adjusting national industrial programmes in keeping with the programme for

the Decade. J7

Indicative project ideas

59•■ The following activities and project ideas derived from the preceding chapters

are neither comprehensive nor completes but serve merely as an indication of

possibilities in the preparatory phase (1982-1984)%

Traditional manufactures: textile, leather and wood products

(i) Consultations leading to the conclusion of subregional and regional
textile and related fiferes_agreements covering co-operation in trade,_raw

materialss manufacturing and R & D;

(ii) Consultations leading to the conclusion of subregional and regional
agreements on leather and leather products,, covering co-operation in

raw materials, trade9 production and R & D;

(iii) Consultations leading to subregional and regional agreements on the

co-operation in the production and trade of t

(iv) Consultations leading to subregional and regional collaboration in the

wood-worfcing industries % . ;.

(v) Initiation of projects on the maintenances production of spare parts

and the production of textile and leather-processing and wood-working

equipments. . . , .

Engineering core programme

(i) Foundry-incorporating casting and. related facilities;

(ii) Forging and heat-treatment facilities;

(iii) Machine shops; , ,..

(iv) Metal fabrication facilities;

1/ See document entitled "Guidelines for Initiating Priority Actions on

National and Subregional Levels (1982-1984) for the Implementation of the
Industrial Development Decade for Africa (IDDA)" reference no, ECA/FCIA.7/INR/WP/3
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(v) Tool room shops; ;■;-■ _ ';...,;. ^.\,,z. „

iA^) -: MetaV-coating facilities; '- ■. ■.-' -*■.. ■ : ■■ ' ■ "■

(vii) Manufacture-of machineV tpols .and metal-working' machines.

equipment' ■ ■

(i) Manufacture of agricultural tools, and implements: hand too^s,
,■ ■ aiiimal-dr?awa impl-emenfE^ 'irrigation 6quipm:entj power: operated.

eguipniGnt. an(ifo6d"»procyeBSdng-.equipmentB Wide scope exists for

national actions and'cd—operation; ■'■ ' ■ '

ix,).;:. Manufacture,- of bicycles,. Wide scope exists for;nationai 'and

.: ,■ subregionsl actions, especially in subcontracting tHe production of

parts and components? "■ "■

(dxi.)u i¥anuf4e.ture of'transport equipment: motor vehicles (including
multipurpoae^ransporii equipment)' and rolling stock* Wide scope

exists for action at the national, subregional and regional .levels

and technical collaboration,, _1:.\' J.'L*^~z££

60, The main natural resources includes food and agricultural products; animal

forest .■tfesourco's; mWihe resourooss metal-and'non-metal deposits;

ehergy^N OWlr.g to the-, wide range of possible subsectoral programme and

projects^; only indicative .proaeots in'metals and' chemicals are listed below which '

call for large economies 01 scale and the outputs of which are required as inputs

I«noeas3gr-,all countries,, -1 Othbr resource-based core programmes dep«hQ.':on national

resource endowment-and local conditions,, As in the previous1 sections, these

project ideas relate to the period 1982-1984*

(i) Promotion of long-term purchase agreements between African iron and steel

■"•■■■■■■■■■ 'producers-, ancl/dt-n-er. African-countries and, wherever possible, share equity

'.. ,.■ -;■-/-an''current-hat-ionai .ir6n^"and; steellproj-eets; establishment of rolling

** ■■ ■ "'"^mills-in non-prfmar^ iron-arid- Steel;-pro;duGlng:6ountries;

(ii) Identification and promotion of iron and steel projects;

(iii) Manufacture of copper? aluminium and alloy products©
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ffhemioal~b.ased projects

(i) Promotion of long-term purchase agreements and/or share equity and

other forms of participation by other countries in national fertiliser

project in. Ethiopia, Nigeria, Tanzania and Togoj . ■ ,

(ii) Identification-and: promotion of other subregional fertiliser ',.
projects 5

\x±X) .Identification and promotion of subregional projects for the

,, :... production of ^active pharmaceutical ingredients on the

"basis of WHO essential drugs listf.

(iv) Identification and promotion of the methods of commercialiai&g
.. . pharmaceutical research findings "based on traditional medicinal

plants?

■ (v) Identification and .promotion of subregional projects fay the

.-. production of active pesticide ingredients.

Building materials

(i) Promoting increased production of cement particularly in the western

and central African subregions to overcome deficit |

.. (ii) Promoting, the. production and utilization of alternate "building

. ...... materials Xike lime- and pozzolana through the establishment of pilot

plant cum. demonstration projects in selected locations;. . '

(iii). Establishment of subrogional building and "building materials-jte&eavoh
centres?.. .. ■ . ■ . ■ ■ - ■■

(iv) Publication of directories on African building and building materials

research organizations and on African building and building materials

research scientists and technologists;

(v)i..Creation of "Modal mechanisms" at national level and "Development

.. ' Councils" at. subregional level, within existing governmental machinery

.to. enable co-ordinated.planning and implementation of the development

programmes for building materials.
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Actions at subregional and regional levels

6U ■ The significance of industrial co-operation in the implementation of the

programme for the Industrial Development Decade and the form of such co-operation

are dealt with in another document, 1/ This notwithstanding implementation of the

above activities will call for different types of activities;, consultations,

negotiations, formulation of joint programmes^ and investment promotion at. sub-

regional levels. Many of these activities are expected to emerge from the national

projects'with multinational components and from projects with large eccnomies -o£ scale
are of priority interest two or more countries. Such projects will be be integrated

into subregional programmes in response to the needs of intergovernmental

organizations;, including the MULPOCs, ,

tf. '" ■IMPLEMENTATION OF PRIORITY PROGRAMMES '..-.'

The Role of small-scales medium-sized and large-scale industrial projects

62, Although defined variously in different economies^ the categorization of

industrial production into small-scale., medium-sized .arid large-scale industries is
none the less frequently used as a basis for industrial development strategies and

planning. %j = . . .....

63, These concepts need to be re-exanined in the light of the strategy .proposed for

1982-19849. since no viable development is likely to occur without the integrated

development- of the three or four categories of industrial production. It is to be

recalled that the definition of small~scale9 medium-sized and large-scale industries

derives from.the size of the markets capital investments operational costs and

development. However^ industrial operations may be small-scale. 'Yet capital-

and technology- intensive. Moreover9 the establishment of a wide range of heterogenous

small-scale industries without taking into account the raw tnaterial supply arid the

possibility of replacing equipment by domestic production would t:reate Problems of

excess capacity and high production costs due to the import content, maintenance and

spare parts that are common to medium-sized and large-scale industries. The larger

enterprises can often affort to support their own preventive repair and maintenance

facilities9 while isolated small-seale industries are vulnerable-

&!.. The essential principle is that of domestic integration and complementarities

within each o£ the three categories, as well as between the three categories since

some operations can be more efficiently undertaken at different scales of production.

For exaiaplej, the national and international marketing of final p'roductss the
procurement .of industrial raw materialss and R.& D can be.more efficiently-handled

by large-scale trade and production enterprises. In the.implementation of the

special priority core programmes related to the IDDA as distinct ftom other aspects of

~~~ X] See document entitled "Review of Modalities for the Implementation of the

Decade Programme at Subregional and Regional Levels", reference ECA/FCIA.7/INR/WP/4

of 24 August, 1982.

2/ See Annexes 1 - 6.
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the industrial programmes, it is essential to determine those stages in^
production of specific product lines that could be carried out more efficiently by
Sr"ales.i,edium^izeds small-scale plants or even craftshops. Wherever possible,
one should also determine which elements of the markets are more aPProPrlat^™e
different enterprise categories so that the total national efforts are complementary.

Inter-discipiinary needs and project preparation capabilities

& In some cages, the mixiinum capability required to initiate the core programmes

may be obtained by-upgrading and strenthening existing institutions or creating
new ones. The need for ,an intersectoral and interdisciplinary approach in the ^
course of programing and executing the core industries 1/ cannot -be^overemphasized.
Equally fundamental is the development of essential national capacities in such
areas as: (i) project preparation services for undertaking feasibility studies,
project monitoring and evaluation; technical training and management consultancys
(ii) procurement, finance and marketing services for machinery and raw materials
iii) product development and design services, including standardization and product

adaptation! and (iv) technological and engineering advisory services related to_
plant layout, process planning, equipment selection, production and quality control,

material control, and inspection. . . : " "' „ , . " '.'.

Development of the capabilities of indigenous agents of production and distribution

66. The implementation of the. industrial core programme will depend largely on the
Poals, behaviour and capacities of the Agents of production and distribution ^
(which in the region comprise indigenous private, state and foreign enterprises,,
and .the incentives-offered to; them 2/: ' Hence, depending on domestic conditions and
.utilizing the relevant experience of other third world countries, it is recommended
that incentives and other measures be taken to enable indigenous industrial
entrepreneurs to produce the products related to the core industries^identified.
Effective actions by such entrepreneurs must begin with their participation in the

formulation of t£e. programmes..

67. The importance of the "core" as an organizing framework is that it permits
the concentration of resources in maximum impact areas from which a break through

.facilitates..the transfer of skills and experience to other sectors It facilitates
the derivation of. manpower and technological programmes from specific product^priorxtj
lines and programmes rather from generalized needs. - It would for example enable the
African countries to derive specific' technological and design benefit*"from the

': V 1/ See'^Guidelines for initiating priority actions at the national and
subreiional. levels, 1082-1984", Section IV,, .reference ECA/FCIA.7/ISR/WP/-3 :pf. 21 July

,'2/ --See "Implementatiorilof the Lagos Plan of Action33, E/ECA/FSD.2/12 Rev

of 18 April 1982, para.
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African Regional Centre for Technology (ARCT) located in Dakar, Senegal, and the
African Regional Centre for Engineering Design and Manufacturing (ARCEDEM) located
in Jbadan, Bigeria, and.the. African Institute for Higher Technical Training and
Research OAIHTTR), in Nairobi,..Kenya and other regional facilities. :

Collective capability for implementing, the core programmes '.,.■

68. Both at the; stage of. integrating the national-priority projects into.core
programmes, 1/ as well as in the assessment, of national capabilities, the need for
collective action will.reveal itself. Indeed, some of the majof national objectives
can only be realized within a multi-country context.,, in view of their input
requirements arid scale.of production. The need for co-operation calls for the
creation- d£ national facilities to promote intra-African co-operation. "However,, the
type of industrial co-operation: between'member States depends upon the nature of
activities involved in each case. ■At the subregibnal. and regional levels; it has
been iterative to give attention to-the formulation of coherent programmes based

: on projects which require large markets and wide, complements of inputs"an! national
..projects with multinational components. In order to implement these programmes and
promote industrial co-operation in other areas, the establishment of intra-African
investment systems is proposed for the mobilization and redeployment of financial
resources for developing/establishing multinational strategic industries. 1}

Activities of the secretariats of 0AU5 ECA and UNIDO and other United Nations agenda:
supporting Governments in the implementation of the programme during the preparatory
phase —— _ — — a c—c z.

69, Although the African countries, individually and collectively, are expected to
bear the main responsibility for the implementation of the programme in the spirit "
of individual and collective self reliance, it is also assumed that increasing
support will continue to come from the international community and international
organizations.

70. During the period 1982-1984 and extending into 1985, the secretariats of the
three Organizations will continue to provide support to Governments* individually
and collectively, in such areas ass formulation of strategies, and sectoral and
subsectoral planning and programming| institutional development; development of the
requisite labour capabilities£ assessment and identification of industrial raw
material resources s© as to facilitate complementarities 5 technology; mobilization
of financial resources for industry projects; support of industrial institutions?
promotion of intra-African industrial co-operation; popularization of the DecadeJ
and supply of industrial information.

1/ See "Guidelines"ECA/FCIA.7/lHK/WP/3!( Part III, B2.

2/ For more discussion of this issue see "Review of modalities for the
implementation of the Decade Programme at subregional and regional levels",
ECA/FCIA.7/INR/WP/4.
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. 71. Technical a s s i s t a n c e ~ w i l l  a l so  continue to be  provided i n  the  i den t i f i ca t i on  
of P r o j e c t s  which may be  baskd o n  the  major - natural  resources avai lable  i n  t he  
African:region t o  a s s i s t  G w q m e n t s  i n  the  choice of core pmgrames.  Project  
prof i les  f o r t h e  engineering core programes w i l l  be prepared. Preinvestment 
a c t i v i t i e s  and investment promotion w i l l  be undertaken, while consultat ions and 
negotiat ions on programmes, project  promotion and TCDC, at both regional and 
subregional levels ,  w i l l  be .organized on the  basis  of the  spec i f ic  requests and 
needs. Assistance w i i l  a lso  be given i n  the  forn' of technical  support to national 
planning expert groups and workshops f o r  incorporatins the  Decade Progranme i n  

. . ' . national pl& a s  well a s  i n  follow-up actions bnd the  formulation of s u b r e g i o ~ l  
programmes and plans i n t h e  context of intergovernmental organizations. 

. .. . .,. . 

"8 The threes@ct?etar ia ts  a&&, ' i n d i v i d ~ l l ~  a Y  jo&ly, seek the  support  
of other United 'Nations 'agencies. Effor ts  i n  t h i s  d i rec t ion  were i n i t i a t e d  i n  March 
1982 by the  c-ening o'£ a.n, intar-agency meeting a t  UNIDO lfeadquartqrs i n .  Vienna, 
In p a n i c u b r ,  support has Geen sought from, an3 i n  p+ncipb'proaised by, t he  UNDP 
i n  the forn of funding a ,  e.igni£icant .set of a c t i v i t i e s  during the  preparatory pbaPa. 

. . . < .  . . . .  . . . .. 
. ... 

,:, : .,. . . -  , . . .  . : .: , . . 

. . 
, , . .. 

. ... . . 
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Annex 1

Growth and size elasticities for Food Products, 1969-1973

(Elasticity coefficient)*

1= Large countries (a)

2 O±/Small countries with modest resources (n)

3.— Small countries with ample resources and a

primary orientation (c)

4<,m Small countries with ample resources and

industrial orientation (d)

1.07

0.54

1.46

0.77

-O.ll

-0.45

-0.10

0o17

Sources World Industry since 1960s Progress and Prospects. UNiDO, New York, ■-. -

1979 . ;

* The equation for the regression analysis had the form in (V/N) = a + h In Y + C In

where V is value added in millions of 1970 dollars, Y is per capita GDP and N is

population in millions. Data includes that for both developing and developed
market economies.

(a) Number of countries

(b) Number of countries

(c) Number of countries

(d) Number of countries

25 (3 of them African)

34 (25 of them African)

17 ( 7 of them African)

31 ( 6of then? African)

i/ Most African countries belong to these two categories,



Grwoth and size elasticities for clothing and related products., 1969*1973

(Elasticity coefficient)*

Branch

Country category

clothing and related products

> m
3 O
a >

M H

Textiles Wearing apparel Leather & fur products Footwear

IS1C

Growth

321

Size

ISIC

Growth

322

Size

ISIC

Growth

1= Large countries (a) l = 02 -0.04

2-r- Small countries with modest resources(b)0,99 0.63

3.V Small countries with ample resources
and a primary orientation (c) 1.19 o = 33

4. Small countries with ample resources

and an industrial orientation (d) 0=98 o.ll

1.55

1.05

! 1.54

1.43

-0,59

-0.20

-0.23

-0.13

1.15

0.96,

1.42

0,92

Source: world Industry since I960: Progress and Prospects, UNIDO, New York, 1979

the fosTBi in (V/N) ~ a ■+ h Tn v -4- r* ii

(a) Number of countries

(b) Number of countries

(c) Number of countries

(d) Number of countries

25 {3 of them African)

34 (25 of them African)

17 (7 of them African)

31 (6 of them African)

323

Size

-0.28

0,43

-Ou22

-0.06

ISIC

Growth

324

Size

p.70

O057

0,29

,1-34 -0,19

0*87 -0,15

H

1/ Most African countries belong to these two categories.



Growth and asize elasticities for Wocd and related products, 1969-1973

(Elasticity coefficient) *

Branch

Country category

Wood and related products'

Wood and

cork products

311

Size

Furniture and

fixtures

Paper Printing and

Growth

ISIC

Growth

322

Size

ISIC

Growth

341

Size

ISIC

Growth

1. Large countries (a) , 3_o19

2-r- Small countries with modest resources (b) 0 = 93

3i/ Small countries with ample resources
and a primary orientation (c) ' 1 = 79

4O Small countries with ample resources
and an'industrial orientation (d) 1.48

342'

Size

-0.31

-0,16

0,05

0.22

1,57

1.04

1866

1.47

-0,23

0.24

-0.28

-0.26

1,77

1,54

-0,17

0,12

ls50

1,32

0,22 1,90

Is 72 0.45: -1.58 :

-0.17

=0,23

-0.03

0,01.

Source World Industry since I960:' Progress and Prospects, UNIDO,
.1379

he^ equation for. the regression analysis had the form
mxllions of 1970 dollars, Y is per capita GDP and N ■
developing and developed market economies.

(a) Number of countries > 25 (3 of them African)
(b Number,of countries' = 34 (25 of them African)
c Number of countries = 17 ,(7, of them African) :-

(d) Number of countries = 31 (6 o£ them African)

to

- a + b In Y + c In N where V is value added in
population in millions. Data includes that for both

■s- ■> i ,- s

H

fO



Growth and size elasticities for chemicals and related products. 1969-1973 (Elasticity ooefficieni;)*

Branch
Chemicals and related products

Industrial Other chemicals Rubber products

Gountry category- ISIC 351 ISIC 352

Growth Size Growth Size

ISIC )

Growth
355
Size

Plastic products

If.IC
Growth ize

1. Large countries (a) ■

2»— Small countries with modest resources (b)

i/
Small countries with ample resojiro.es

and a primary orientation (c) .

Small countries with ample resources

and an industrial orientation (fd)

1,67 0.18" 1.35 0.10

1,44 -0.01 2.36 1.22

2.06 0.61 1.55 0.11

1.82 0.09 1.07 0.16

1,22

1.71

1.41

1.24

0.27

0,43

0.25

-0.02

1.49

2.13

1.85

1.28

-0.12

0.27

0.17

-0.34

to

Source: World Industry since i960: (Progress and Prospectsf UNIDO, New York, 1979*

* The equation for the regression analysis had the fo>rm :in (v/5tf) » a + b In Y + C in N, where jV is value' added in millions of

1970 dollars, Y is per capita GB? and N is population in millions. Data includes that for both developing and developed

market economies* ;

(a) Number of countries «* 25 (3 of them African)

(b) " " " 34 (25 of -ifchem African) ^

(c) " " " 17 (7 of them African) '■ . '

(d) " " " . 31 (6 of tjiem African) : ■ -■

i/ Most African countries belong to these two categories, , ■; £

tf



Growth and size elasticities for basic metals and related products, 1969-1973

(Elasticity coefficient)*

Branch Basic metals and related products

Iron and steel Non-ferrous metals

"Country category.
TSic"
Growth

371

Size

ISIC

Growth

372

Size

Metal products

excluding machinery

ISIC 381

Growth Size

i/

Large countries (a)

2.— Small countries with modest

, ..resources (b)

i/ Small countries with ample resources

and. a primary orientation (c)

4. Small countries with ample resources

and an industrial orientation-(d)

■2*09

2.40

2.16

0,27

•0,04

0.21

0-31

1.44

1.23

2..89

2.10

0.09

-0.07

0.56

1.00

1.48

1.36

1,65

1.53

-0.15

0.20

-0.18

0.21

Source,.x World Industry since 1960s Progress and Prospects, .U13IDO., New York, 1979

* The equation for the regression analysis had the form in (V/N) . a t b in V + C in N, where V is value
added in ndllions of 1970 dollars, Y is per capita GDP and N is population in millions. Data includes
that for both developing and developed market economies.

(a). .Number-of countries * 25 (3 of them African)

(b) "■-=■■'■* " 34 {25 of them African)

<c) " '" ' » 17 (7 of them African)

(a)....."" ". '.;".. !' . 31.(6 of them African). .. . '■. -

\f Most African.countries belong to these two categories.
i
n
w

l



Growth and size"elasticities'for fabricated metal products, machinery and

equipment, 1969-1973 (Elasticity coefficient)*

Fabricated Metal products, machinery and equipment_

Non-electrical Electrical Transport

machinery machinery equipment

:puntry category .... . _ ISIC . 382 ISIC 3p isiC ~~lS4

Growth Size Growth Size Growth Size

1. Large countries (a) 2,05 Oo40 1O77 0.11 1.86 0 25
1/ ■■"■'■■'■ ' "

2.— Small countries with modest

resources (b) - ■ 1.98" 0.44 2.28 0.10 1.60 -0.52

3.™ Small countries with ample

resources and a primary

orientation (c) 2.43 -0.17 2.30 0.40 2,37. 0,34

4. "Sntajll countries with ample resources ; '■'■■■= v: .-

and an industrial orientation (d) ' 2.34 0.18 1.78 0.34 1.85 0.29

Sourceg World Industry since 1960? Progress, and Prospects, UNIDO,. New York, 1979

* The equation for the regression-analysis had the form in (V/N) sa+blnY+CIn N,"where V is

value/added in millions of-1970-dollars, Y is per capita GDA and N is population in millions. Data

includes that for.both developing and developed market economies. I""V-.. ■

(a) Number of countries s. 25 (3 of them African) .,..-.

(b). w> t( "■ ."-■" 34 (25 of them African)

(c) .■"■■ ^ ■•-■:■-■ ■ " ■" ■■-. 17 (7 of them African) " '

{&) -n l-1-—- "■ 31 (6 of them Afri.can). " ... ' *■ ' "■ " ..;- =r" :

i/_. Most Afrie:an countries belong to theseJtteci -categories.. ...'.I1': ."'.. ." ..:-.... . ..-..".

>


